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scheda pilota7 DRIVER MEASUREMENT CHART7

THIN ROBUSTNORMAL

7.1 - GENDER

7.3 - DRIVER NAME

7.4 - BUILD

7.2 - TEAM

IMPORTANT
If you would like to order an OMP standard suit size, please specify the desired size after consulting Chart (A).
If you would like a Made-to-measure suit, please consult Chart (B) and fill out 7.6.

MALE FEMALE CHILD (below 150cm)

7.5 - FIT

RELAXSLIM REGULAR

7.6 - MEASUREMENTS

STANDARD SUIT: (Table A page 4)

ON MEASURE SUIT: (Table B page 4)

Lbs Kg Feet Cm

SIZE:

WEIGHT: HEIGHT:

A 
CHEST

in cm B 
WAISTLINE

in cm C 
HIPS

in cm

D 
THIGH

in cm E 
ARM

in cm F INSIDE 
LEG

in cm

G 
SHOULDERS

in cm H BACK 
(length)

in cm I BACK 
(width)

in cm

L FRONT 
DROP

in cm M 
CROTCH

in cm N CROTCH 
+ BACK

in cm

O 
NECK

in cm P 
BICEPS

in cm Q 
CALF

in cm

R LOWER 
BODY

in cm

schimizzi
Barra
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made to measure suitb

P.S.
If your measurements differ from standard size, please have yourself measured with a tailor measuring tape and fill out 7.6.
Measure the body while wearing racing undergarments. Please attach photo of the driver (front - back - side).

A - CHEST
Measure the circumference under 
the arms (largest point). Arms along 
the body.

A

C -  HIPS
Pelvis circumference (to be taken at 
the largest point of the buttocks). 

C

F - INSIDE LEG
Internal part of the leg, from the groin to 
the malleolus.

F

B - WAISTLINE
Waistline circumference (belly 
button level).

B

D - THIGH
Thigh circumference (5 
cm from the groin).

D

O - NECK
Neck circumference. O

L - FRONT DROP
Measurements to be taken 
from the base of neck to 
belly button.

L

G - SHOULDERS
Measurements to be 
taken from the left 
shoulder point to the 
right shoulder point.

G

H - BACK (LENGTH)
Measurements to be 
taken from the base of 
the neck to the waistline 
point.

H

R - LOWER 
BODY
Measurements 
to be taken from 
the waistline to 
the ankle.

R

I - BACK (WIDTH)
Measurements to be taken 
from one underarm to the 
other. Do not enter in the 
armpit.

I

E - ARM
Measurements to be taken 
from the shoulder point to 
the wrist.

E

Q - CALF
Calf circumference.

Q

M - CROTCH
Measurements to be taken forn 
the front waist point to the rear 
waist point (belly button level).

M

N - CROTCH + BACK
Measurements to be taken 
from the rear neck base to 
the front waist point (belly 
button level).

N

rear waist point

base of the neck

A CHEST in cm

B WAISTLINE in cm

C HIPS in cm

D THIGH in cm

E ARM in cm

F INSIDE LEG in cm

G SHOULDERS in cm

H BACK (LENGTH) in cm

I BACK (WIDTH) in cm

L FRONT DROP in cm

M CROTCH in cm

N CROTCH + BACK in cm

O NECK in cm

P BICEPS in cm

Q CALF in cm

R LOWER BODY in cm
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